
Unlocking the Rich History of Greater
Manchester Buses (1986-2006): Featuring
Keith Jenkinson
If you were a resident or visitor of Greater Manchester between the years 1986
and 2006, chances are you encountered the iconic and ever-reliable bus network
that kept the region moving. The historical significance of this period, particularly
in terms of transportation, cannot be overstated. Today, we embark on a journey
to explore the fascinating world of Greater Manchester Buses during this golden
era, with a special focus on the contributions made by bus enthusiast and
historian, Keith Jenkinson.

The Rise of Greater Manchester Buses

In order to understand the significance of Greater Manchester Buses from 1986
to 2006, it is essential to delve into the historical context that led to their
formation. Prior to 1986, the region's bus services were independently operated
by individual companies, resulting in a fragmented and inefficient network.
Recognizing the need for a unified system, the Greater Manchester Passenger
Transport Executive (GMPTE) was formed in 1974, laying the groundwork for the
future integration of bus services.

It was in 1986 that Greater Manchester Buses was established as a subsidiary of
GMPTE, with the aim of streamlining operations and providing efficient
transportation for the region's growing population. The creation of a single entity
allowed for improved coordination, better routes, and enhanced connectivity
across different areas of Greater Manchester.
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Keith Jenkinson: A Passionate Advocate of Greater Manchester
Buses

Undoubtedly, one name stands out when delving into the history of Greater
Manchester Buses during this era – Keith Jenkinson. A renowned bus enthusiast
and historian, Jenkinson played a pivotal role in documenting and preserving the
rich heritage of the Greater Manchester bus network.

Jenkinson's fascination with buses began at an early age, and he quickly became
captivated by the unique charm and history associated with these vehicles.
Throughout his career, he spent countless hours researching, photographing, and
documenting Greater Manchester Buses. His commitment to preserving the
history of the region's transportation network has made him a respected figure
among bus enthusiasts and historians alike.

One of Jenkinson's notable contributions was the establishment of the Greater
Manchester Buses Historical Archive, which houses an extensive collection of
photographs, documents, and memorabilia from this fascinating period. The
archive serves as an invaluable resource for researchers, transport enthusiasts,
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and anyone eager to explore the evolution of Greater Manchester Buses between
1986 and 2006.

Exploring the Evolution of Greater Manchester Buses: 1986-2006

During the 20-year period spanning from 1986 to 2006, Greater Manchester
Buses witnessed significant changes in operations, fleet management, and
service provision. The implementation of new technologies and the incorporation
of modern bus designs revolutionized transportation in the region.

Throughout this era, Greater Manchester Buses introduced a wide range of
improvements to enhance the passenger experience. These included the
implementation of contactless payment systems, the integration of real-time
passenger information, and the adoption of low-emission buses to reduce the
environmental impact of transportation. The commitment to innovation by both
Greater Manchester Buses and GMPTE set the stage for a modern and efficient
bus network that continues to serve the region to this day.

It is worth noting that despite numerous advancements, Greater Manchester
Buses faced certain challenges during this period. The rise of private car
ownership and increased congestion on the roads presented obstacles to
maintaining efficient bus services. However, the dedication of bus enthusiasts like
Keith Jenkinson and the continuous evolution of the network helped overcome
these hurdles and ensured the viability of Greater Manchester Buses.

The Legacy of Greater Manchester Buses: Appreciating the Past,
Shaping the Future

As we reflect on the era of Greater Manchester Buses from 1986 to 2006, it
becomes evident that the region's transportation system owes much of its
success to the collective efforts of visionary leaders, dedicated employees, and



passionate enthusiasts like Keith Jenkinson. Through their commitment and hard
work, Greater Manchester Buses became an integral part of the region's identity
and a critical force in connecting communities across the area.

Today, as we witness further advancements in transportation technology and the
ever-changing landscape of Greater Manchester, it is important to cherish the
legacy of Greater Manchester Buses. Understanding the past allows us to
appreciate the strides made in modernizing the network while also acknowledging
the challenges that lie ahead.

In , the period from 1986 to 2006 witnessed the rise of Greater Manchester Buses
as a pivotal player in the region's transportation network. The contributions of
enthusiasts like Keith Jenkinson, along with the dedication of Greater Manchester
Buses and GMPTE, shaped the history and future of the bus network in the area.
As we move forward, let us remember the valuable lessons of the past while
embracing the ever-evolving world of transportation in Greater Manchester.

Keywords: greater manchester buses, greater manchester buses historical
archive, keith jenkinson, gmpte, transportation history, 1986 to 2006
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Manchester and its surrounds, such as Bolton, Wigan, Rochdale, Oldham and
Stockport, have always been a haven for bus enthusiasts, with a wide variety of
operators and liveries to be seen. Deregulation in 1986 changed the scene
dramatically with the appearance of numerous independent companies – some of
which were short-lived while others survived for many years or were swallowed
up by the major national conglomerates such as Arriva, FirstBus and Stagecoach.
Added to the mix is the Metrolink tramway system, which continues to grow and
now reaches the airport where numerous buses can also be seen.

Never failing to fascinate, and a city whose transport continually changes,
Manchester is always worthy of a visit and can be recommended to all transport
enthusiasts whether their interests are buses, rail or air.
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